RESOLUTION FROM THE STUDENTS OF THE IRWIN S. CHANIN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

The Student Body of the Irwin S. Chanin School of Architecture is signing this document in opposition to the proposed changes to the Student Code of Conduct, as it was presented to our representatives in the Committee for Academic and Student Affairs on the 20th of November, 2013.

Without beginning to address specific changes, any amendment to the Student Code of Conduct is an explicit affront to the Student Body and our representative councils, which we have democratically elected and entrusted with our governance. This attempt to bypass procedures in which the Student Council votes on matters of Student Conduct undermines the task of self-governance with which students at The Cooper Union have been entrusted.

This proposal to alter The Student Code of Conduct is an explicit devaluing of The Student Body, and continues the oppressive and suppressive modes that the current administration has enacted against students.

The undersigned students reject the proposed amendments to the Student Code of Conduct, and will consider any changes made without a majority vote of the Joint Student Council void.
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RESOLUTION FROM THE STUDENTS OF THE IRWIN S. CHANIN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

The Student Body of the Irwin S. Chanin School of Architecture is signing this document in opposition to the proposed changes to the Student Code of Conduct, as it was presented to our representatives in the Committee for Academic and Student Affairs on the 20th of November, 2013.

Without beginning to address specific changes, any amendment to the Student Code of Conduct is an explicit affront to the Student Body and our representative councils, which we have democratically elected and entrusted with our governance. This attempt to bypass procedures in which the Student Council votes on matters of Student Conduct undermines the task of self governance with which students at The Cooper Union have been entrusted.

This proposal to alter The Student Code of Conduct is an explicit devaluing of The Student Body, and continues the oppressive and suppressive modes that the current administration has enacted against students.

The undersigned students reject the proposed amendments to the Student Code of Conduct, and will consider any changes made without a majority vote of the Joint Student Council void.
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The Student Body of the Irwin S. Chanin School of Architecture is signing this document in opposition to the proposed changes to the Student Code of Conduct, as it was presented to our representatives in the Committee for Academic and Student Affairs on the 20th of November, 2013.

Without beginning to address specific changes, any amendment to the Student Code of Conduct is an explicit affront to the Student Body and our representative councils, which we have democratically elected and entrusted with our governance. This attempt to bypass procedures in which the Student Council votes on matters of Student Conduct undermines the task of self governance with which students at The Cooper Union have been entrusted.

This proposal to alter The Student Code of Conduct is an explicit devaluing of The Student Body, and continues the oppressive and suppressive modes that the current administration has enacted against students.

The undersigned students reject the proposed amendments to the Student Code of Conduct, and will consider any changes made without a majority vote of the Joint Student Council void.
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RESOLUTION FROM THE STUDENTS OF THE IRWIN S. CHANIN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

The Student Body of the Irwin S. Chanin School of Architecture is signing this document in opposition to the proposed changes to the Student Code of Conduct, as it was presented to our representatives in the Committee for Academic and Student Affairs on the 20th of November, 2013.

Without beginning to address specific changes, any amendment to the Student Code of Conduct is an explicit affront to the Student Body and our representative councils, which we have democratically elected and entrusted with our governance. This attempt to bypass procedures in which the Student Council votes on matters of Student Conduct undermines the task of self governance with which students at The Cooper Union have been entrusted.

This proposal to alter The Student Code of Conduct is an explicit devaluing of The Student Body, and continues the oppressive and suppressive modes that the current administration has enacted against students.

The undersigned students reject the proposed amendments to the Student Code of Conduct, and will consider any changes made without a majority vote of the Joint Student Council void.
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RESOLUTION FROM THE STUDENTS OF THE IRWIN S. CHANIN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

The Student Body of the Irwin S. Chanin School of Architecture is signing this document in opposition to the proposed changes to the Student Code of Conduct, as it was presented to our representatives in the Committee for Academic and Student Affairs on the 20th of November, 2013.

Without beginning to address specific changes, any amendment to the Student Code of Conduct is an explicit affront to the Student Body and our representative councils, which we have democratically elected and entrusted with our governance. This attempt to bypass procedures in which the Student Council votes on matters of Student Conduct undermines the task of self-governance with which students at The Cooper Union have been entrusted.

This proposal to alter The Student Code of Conduct is an explicit devaluing of The Student Body, and continues the oppressive and suppressive modes that the current administration has enacted against students.

The undersigned students reject the proposed amendments to the Student Code of Conduct, and will consider any changes made without a majority vote of the Joint Student Council void.
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RESOLUTION FROM THE STUDENTS OF THE IRWIN S. CHANIN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

The Student Body of the Irwin S. Chanin School of Architecture is signing this document in opposition to the proposed changes to the Student Code of Conduct, as it was presented to our representatives in the Committee for Academic and Student Affairs on the 20th of November, 2013.

Without beginning to address specific changes, any amendment to the Student Code of Conduct is an explicit affront to the Student Body and our representative councils, which we have democratically elected and entrusted with our governance. This attempt to bypass procedures in which the Student Council votes on matters of Student Conduct undermines the task of self governance with which students at The Cooper Union have been entrusted.

This proposal to alter The Student Code of Conduct is an explicit devaluing of The Student Body, and continues the oppressive and suppressive modes that the current administration has enacted against students.

The undersigned students reject the proposed amendments to the Student Code of Conduct, and will consider any changes made without a majority vote of the Joint Student Council void.
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